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Abstract. This paper connects between the areas and communities of abstract
argumentation and attack-defense trees in the area of security. Both areas deal
with attacks and defense/support and both areas rely on human applications
dealing with human aggressive activities. Our idea is to examine the different
points of view of these two communities and come up with new unifying ideas
which can solve existing problems in each area.
The unifying idea we use in this paper is to regard the attacking argument as
collections of wepons. The definition of a basic network which is acceptable
for both communities is a pair pS,Rq, where S is a non-empty set of nodes
and R is a binary relation on S (the basic ”attack” relation). Each node x in S
is a multi-set which is a collection of weapons. A node x attacking a node y
needs to use its weapons to neutralize all of the weapons of the target. So we
need another relation on the weapons to tell us what can neutralize what. This
technically means we need another network saying what are the weapons which
can be used and how they can attack other weapons. It also brings numerical
annotations of costs and firepower/intensity into our considerations. Note that
this other network is not exactly an argumentation network. A collection of
weapons needs not be conflict free. Think of a collection of medicines. Some
cannot be given together but you have them all available to combat various
attacks on your health.

1 Background and Orientation

This section deals with orientation towards our semantical and syntactical study of
attack and defense networks in the area of security, safety and fault tolerance. We
begin with Table 1 listing some of the major areas of research and communities where
Attack and defense networks are relevant and where they are either already used in
some form or should be used. Included are our comments on the state of play in these
areas as well as our expectations for these areas and future research and contributions
to logic of these areas in the 21st century. This will give us a context for what we want
to do in this paper, and we then develop better networks in the area of security safety
and fault tolerance.

For now let us motivate and explain what we our doing in this paper. Our approach
is to compare existing treatments of attack and defense networks in the security area,
with existing treatments of such networks in the argumentation area. We hope to export
ideas and technical tools from the argumentation area into the security area.

As mentioned in Table 1, the security area can benefit from (among other things)
the following.

1. Ways of Handling loops.



Table 1. Table of major research areas and communities which can benefit from theories of
attack and defense networks.

Area Comments
1. Attack and defense trees/networks in se-
curity and safety areas. (AD networks)

No handling of loops. No temporal aspects.
Need improved semantics.

2. Argumentation Need better temporal models. Can be too
mathematical and inwards looking.

3. Ecology Emphasis on loops and dynamic equilib-
rium. Strong community well worth work-
ing with.

4. Medical Very complex area. No network research.
The modelling is similar to AD networks.

5. Legal (logic) Not similar to any of the other areas. This
area is well developed and the researchers
in the area are working very well with the
argumentation community.

6. Sex offenders, therapy etc. Similar to AD networks. There is no aware-
ness of logic or of network possibilities in
this community.

7. Numerous other areas. Natural language, informal logic, argument
mining, fallacies, etc., not directly related to
the present paper.

2. Ways of integrating temporal aspects
3. Improved affine linear logic semantics addressing resource limitations
4. Addressing the role of failed attacks or attacks which only weaken the target.

We take as a starting point the material of reference [1] especially Figure 1 of [1]. We
study this figure and compare it, bit by bit with argumentation networks, and try to see
how to understand it in a new improved more detailed point of view.

Let us begin:
Viewed as a bipolar argumentation network (i.e., a network with attack and sup-

port) this Figure 1 has the following characteristics.

1. The graph has no cycles. (The handling of cycles is still an open problem in Attack
and Defense context and is more central in the argumentation context.)

2. The graph has a single top node (let us call it the goal g) to be defended and it is
layered as a tree with layer 1 defending/protecting g and each later n`1 attacking
the previous layer n and or defending layer n´ 1.

3. The graph uses joint attacks and/or joint defense/support.
4. The nodes have internal meaningful contents. They are not atomic letter nodes.

This should be taken into account when offering semantics for the tree.

There are several ways of looking at Figure 1.

1. As a traditional formal argumentation network. This is not the right view, as we
shall discuss.



2. As a graph for a game between two players (the defender/protector of g and the
attacker of g) the levels/layers are moves and countermoves of the players. This
view is better but still not exactly right. We shall also discuss this. The graph can
be flattened to a mini-max matrix. The defence can put forward in layer 1 all pos-
sible best strategic defense moves and the attacker can attack all possible attacks
and the net result is the solution. The problem with this view is that we need to
address more features of the application, for example the temporal evolution of
moves, the availability and cost of resources and the local reasoning and aim of
each player and the treatment of cycles.

3. As action counter action temporal sequence between two agents, the one protect-
ing g and the other in principle attacking g. This is a much better view but it needs
to be fine-tuned to various applications, Figure 1 being one of them and Figure 8
is another.

We now ask how do we proceed, and where do we find the connection and use of
argumentation in the attack and defense trees context?

We can choose to follow one of two approaches.

*1. Present a general theory of networks of trees, encompassing in some way both
elements/components of argumentation and properties of attack and defense trees
and fine tune the general theory and zero in on our own more specific theory with
examples.

*2. Start with examples from both areas and step by step, using a Socratic method,
add components and generalise to the specific theory we want to present.

We first follow approach *2, which is more educational for the general community of
practitioners. However, the general approach *1 is more logical and methodological
and should also be presented, and the formal mathematical presentation of this we
leave to the appendices.

Let us now look at formal argumentation networks and find a network familiar
from the formal argumentation community, (Figure 2) which may be, on the face of
it, similar to what Figure 1 seems to be. We then continue our analysis of Figure 1.
Consider Figure 2. In this figure we use a single arrow for support “Ñ” and a double
arrow for attack “�”. To start our comparison, the nodes in Figure 2 are explained
and exemplified by nodes in Figure 1 in paraenthesis below.

Explanation of the nodes of Figure 2:

– g is the goal to protect (data confidentiality)
– a, b, c are supports (physical security, network security, etc.)
– α, β, γ attack the support (break in, dictionary attack, corruption)
– x, y, z support a, b, c by attacking the attacks (security guard, strong password,

etc.).

Comparing Figure 1 and Figure 2, let us make some observations.

Observation 1. In the Figure 1 of the attack and defence paper, consider the subpart
of the figure represented by Figure 3. In this figure the node y does not attack β in the
sense of “killing” β but makes b stronger so that it can withstand the attack of β.
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Fig. 1. An ADTree for protecting data confidentiality of reference [1]
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Fig. 2. A scenario with goals, attacks and defenses, in terms of attack relations and as an attack
defense tree.
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In other words, the part of the figure (namely the formal attack and defense sub-
figure Figure 4) is really the formal argumentation figure, Figure 5.

Figure 5 represents a bipolar argumentation network, that is a network with attack
and defense (in Argumentation terminology). One of the interpretations of such net-
works, from the argumentation point of view, is that to attack and kill a node b, we
need also to kill all of its supporters ( i.e. we need to attack y as well). In the terminol-
ogy of Gabbay’s paper [4], the set tb, yu forms a Support Group. Indeed this is also the
security view of the the attack and defense Figure 1, in that the attacks must continue
on node y “ strong password. Indeed in Figure 1, y “ strong password is attacked by
“Strong password Attacks” (i.e. Find Note, Same Password Different Accounts).
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strong password

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5.



Observation 2. On the other hand, the part of the figure with a, α, x with the additional
options of u and w as in Figure 6 below is different, it has additional new features:

him (to be not effective)

a = physical security

= break inα

x = security guard

w = defeat guard, use weapons (kill him)u
bribe guard, weaken

physical security

break in

security guard

bribe guard defeat guard

Fig. 6.

The rewrite is the following Figure 7

or

a

α

u
bribe and weaken
guard to make him

ineffective

x “ security guard

kill guard
w

a

α security guard

bribe guard defeat guard

Fig. 7.

To understand the difference between “killing” and “weakening”, consider the fol-
lowing1:

Observation 3. Consider the medical network, Figure 8.
This Figure is a medical case. It is similar to the data case, we have Dov’s health to

protect. Dov is attacked by Cholesterol and in turn Cholesterol is attacked by Statins.
But Statins do something new; they activate Cramps as a side effect.

1 In argumentation networks, If a node x attacks a node y (i.e. x � y), then if x is alive then
the attack on y is always successful and x kills y and y is dead. There is no intermediate result
such as weakening y or failing to kill y.



We do not have side effects in Figure 1 but it is possible to add examples of side
effects. In Figure 6, killing the guard may activate a Murder Investigation as a side
effect and we might not want that.

side effect

H = health of Dov

cholesterol

take daily statin pills

weaken the dose to
half a pill to stop

side effects

stop taking pills
do something else

maybe use a
different pill

or

supports cramps

heath of Dov

cholesterol

take daily statin pills

weaken the dose to
half a pill to stop

side effects

stop taking pills
do something else

maybe use a
different pill

cramp side effect

Fig. 8.

Observation 4. In formal argumentation networks, a node x attacking several targets
attacks them all of them in the same way. There is no option for different attacks for
different targets. This is not the case in Figure 1, “defeat lock” attacking the back
door is most likely not the same as the one attacking the front door. The attacks are
directional.

Observation 5. In Security there is heavy stress on resources, hence the use of Linear
Logic in the attempted semantics. Formal argumentation is based on classical logic.

Remark 1 (Summary of discussion in Section 1). We summarise the points learnt from
our discussion in this section.

To give good argumentation like semantics for Figure 1 of security, we need to
enrich argumentation with the following features:

1. And/or attacks and defence (this we have already).
2. Allow converting attack to support and support to attacks (Dov Gabbay [3] in

2005 did this but for only the numerical case).
3. Allow for weakening attacks (as well as attacks which fail) in a directional way.

(This means that for the same live x and different targets get y, say for example,
x � y1, x � y2, and x � y3, and the attack of x on y1 will succeed, the attack on
y2 will fail and the attack on y3 will only weaken y3. Compare this with numerical
attacks which change the strength of the target by a numerical factor.)

4. Allow for a mechanism of replacing (i.e. activating) nodes when attacked by other
nodes in the object level, i.e. Figure 9.

The notation we use in Figure 9 is “_” for activation.
So nodes can attack other nodes, can support other nodes, or can activate other

nodes. This means that our networks have three arrows, for attack, support and activa-
tion and that nodes can be either
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automatic

machine gun]

firepower kills guard
but activates machine gun

security guard

firepower kills guard
but activates machine gun

replacement if the guard is killed
and automatic machine gun

Fig. 9.

– alive and active
– alive but not active
– dead (and cannot be activated).

Alive and active nodes can attack other nodes and can activate other nodes provided
the other nodes are alive (but not active).2

5. Deal with side effects in the formal argumentation level, because in practice for
example when you hack into a server you may cause unexpected side effects.

6. We need one more principle: Consider Figure 10, where we have nodes a1, . . . , an

supporting g. To make sure we successfully kill g we need to kill all of a1, . . . , an.
This is for the case where all the ai are independent supports.

g

ana1 . . .

Fig. 10.

If we are dealing with joint supports, as in Figure 11, where each ai is a set
tai

1, a
i
2, . . .u, then to kill g we must kill at least one member from each taiu.

g

. . . tan
1, a

n
2, . . .uta1

1, a
1
2, . . .u

Fig. 11.

2 Activation in argumentation is thoroughly studied in our paper 616, reference [8].



This is not like how it goes in logical and legal argumentation. If we have

a1 $ g
...
an $ g

Then attacking or falsifying all ai does not mean that g is false. There may be
some new x $ g.

7. Running Global Side effects. Each node costs money. Guards need to be paid,
Keys need to be acquired, etc., etc. We have a global budget node which needs to
be treated as a special weapon node.

8. Local support. This principle has to do with supporting local nodes in the middle
of the tree. We note that in Figure 1 all the support nodes actually support the
security of the data. There is a sequence of nodes.
Break in through doorð lock doorð acquire keys.
So let us add support to acquire key the support we add is ” increase budget to buy
keys”.
This support is not for server security, it supports locally the attack of acquire
keys.

9. The emphasis on resources requires the use of Linear Logic in our models.

2 Introductory schematics towards a formal Model

2.1 General schematic view

Let us address the features we have observed in Section 1, Remark 1, and give a quick
schematic model for a new possible formal attack and defense network.

Our starting point is the server security Figure 1 and the medical example of say
Figure 8.

What is common to these two cases is the following:

1. We have in the medical case two players, Doctor and Nature and a patient. Nature
wants to attack the patient with a multitude of illnesses, viruses, diseases, etc.
The doctor wants to protect the patient with a wealth of medicines, inoculations,
antibiotics, exercises, etc.

2. In the security case we have two players, security and hackers and the data. Secu-
rity wants to protect the data and hackers want to acquire the data.

3. We regard the two players as part of a simulation. Neither the Doctor nor the secu-
rity officer wait for the patient or data to be successfully attacked before reacting
with a counter attack.
They do not even necessary assume the attacks will be successful. We may coun-
terattack just because we are being attacked. In argumentation every live attack
is always successful. So from the argumentation point of view the answer to the
question of whether the data is compromised in Figure 1 may be different from
the answer given by the security point of view.



Let us in this subsection 2.1, take a schematic view of how we are going to model
these two cases. By a schematic view we mean a map overview of components and
their functionality without going into detail. More details in subsection 2.2.3

What is common schematics to the two cases is as follows:

1. goal g = (patient or data)
2. protecting player (doctor and resp. security company) and attacking player (nature

and resp. hackers))
3. A set of atomic “arguments” S “ ta, b, c, . . .u which are what the attackers and

protectors use as the weapons.
It can be viruses and medicines or security measures or hacking and attack mea-
sures. Some of the weapons are attacking weapons which destroy other weapons,
some are defensive weapons, used to protect or boost the capabilities of other
weapons and some are mixed, weapons which can do both.

4. The basic relations Ra Ď S ˆ S (attack) and Rs Ď S ˆ S (support). The exact
properties of these relations is not relevant to this subsection, since we are giving
a general schematic structural view. Note we are simplifying and not including the
activation relation. The detailed treatment of activation is complex and relatively
recent, see [8].

5. We note that pS ,Ra,Rsq is what is known in formal argumentation theory as “bipo-
lar network”, i.e. a network with attack Ra and support Rs. For bipolar networks
see Gabbay’s [4].
We must note that the weapons network cannot be fully viewed as an argumen-
tation network. The reason is that a key principle in the investigations (by the
argumentation community) of argumentation networks is the requirement for a
set of arguments to be conflict free. This is not a reasonable requirement for a
set of weapons. We can stock for examples two different medicines which are
incompatible and can kill a patient if given together.

6. The players have ‘logic” as a guide and they choose each a subsets E1, E2 Ď S
of “arguments”, (which may not be conflict free), they are going to use. In formal
argumentation there are several options for this kind of choice (called semantical
extensions). For example, a doctor might give the patient travelling to, say, Africa
the most common inoculations and antibiotics to fend off all the types of dis-
eases he might encounter (including a variety of emergency capsules to be taken
if needed, with a warning of what is not compatible with what). The choice is
based on cost, convenience and logical judgement on what the patient is likely
to encounter. If, for example, the patient is from UK and the doctor represents a
travel insurance company then the the choice may be just enough protection to
keep the patient OK until he is flown back to UK and becomes the responsibility
of the UK NHS.
In the case of security there are cost considerations and expectations of what kind
of attacks to protect against. In Figure 1, i.e. the case of security the protector
might choose level 1 of Figure 1. This is the top green layer of the Figure. These
are the items {physical security, passwords, firewalls and IDS}. These seem to be

3 It is like buying a flat which has not been built yet, but you are sold it on a map. For example:
a kitchen, 3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, lounge, study, etc. You are not given details about what
is in the kitchen or in the bathrooms, etc. This comes later.



standard. Level 2 is the red attackers and the attackers seem to have decided to
break in physically and take the actual server and the weak points are the back
door fire escape and window. This was probably not anticipated by the protector,
otherwise the protector would have already reinforced the window and put special
locks on the door already in the first level.4

The perceptive reader can see already how we view the layers in the figure. We see the
process as a simulated temporal progression (not real time but imaginary) sequence of
action and counter actions of the players.

2.2 Schematic example semantical model

This subsection gives a schematic sample model to show how the final model is going
to be constructed in Section A. We will explain, in a Socratic way, the principles and
the assumptions made.

Component 1. Borrow from formal argumentation. Let pS ,Rq be a formal argumen-
tation network. This means S , ∅ is a set of abstract formal arguments and R Ď S ˆS
is the attack relation. We are not including the support relation to keep it all very sim-
ple. Note however that our handling of sets of arguments does not necessarily require
that they are conflict free.

It is helpful to keep a real argumentation (where conflict freeness is key) example
interpretation in mind.

Imagine John and Mary are planning a wedding. They want to decide who to
invite. They make a comprehensive list of all the people they might invite. These
include: relatives, friends, colleagues, neighbours, etc., etc. It is clear immediately
that the set of invited guests to the wedding must be conflict free.

There is a problem. They know, for example, that if they invite x, they cannot invite
y. This is the attack relation xRy. To make the possible conflict more specific, let us
imagine that John’s father may have divorced John’s mother and married his long-time
mistress. So on the one hand they would like to invite both — the current mistress/wife
to John’s father and also to invite John’s biological mother but the mother “attacks”
the mistress:

mother R mistress
saying: “I don’t want to see this slut (salope) in my daughter’s wedding”

So logic must be used to decide how to construct the invitation list. Maybe inviting
the mother is unreasonable, under the circumstances, but maybe nevertheless mother
is a mother, she must be invited!

So the semantics for pS ,Rq is taken to be, according to the argumentation commu-
nity, the choice of various maximal subsets5

E1, E2, . . . , E1 Ď S
4 Figure 1 is probably a simulated planning figure, explaining various levels of expected at-

tacks. If we think the data might invite serious attacks then several levels of green (defensive)
levels will be used immediately as level 1.

5 We are describing here what is generally understood by the argumentation community as
“Semantics” for Argumentation networks. It is a function assigning to any pS ,Rq possible
conflict free subsets of S . This is not the view held by D. Gabbay [6] and L. van der Torre,



such that each subset E satisfies:

1. E is conflict free, i.e. for no x, y P E do we have xRy.
2. E is maximal
3. Some other conditions are fulfilled. For example we do not want to have a sit-

uation where the father is invited, the father hates the mother (father R mother)
(maybe because she gave him a very hard time with the divorce) the father is in-
vited (he pays for the Wedding), the mother therefore is not invited, and yet the
mistress/wife is not invited.

In the case of Security or Medicine, pS ,Rq represents the weapons. The sets of weapons
can be representing security agents or doctors and their favourite available “weapons”
and these are the parallel to the “arguments” in an argumentation networks. So a set
of agents (“arguments”) is a team of doctors or a team of security agents and here we
can talk about conflict free in the sense that operationally ( in an algorithm to protect
the data/patient) they do not prescribe conflicting medicine but have a cooperating
defensive strategy.

So, to sum up, the first component is a formal pS ,Rq.
With a machinery (algorithm) for generating subsets, E1, E2, . . . each one has some

logical reasons behind its construction. For example if S is the set of all security
measures and counter-measures, and if R means

xRy if intuitively x and y are not compatible

then a logic of cost and social/political considerations might choose:
E1 = set of standard security measures (recommended via Google)
E2 = standard tools of viruses to use in attack (recommended via Google)
etc.

Component 2. This component is built out of component 1 and comprises a finite
set/multiset of weapons. We now use pS ,Rq with S viewed as a set of weapons and
use pS ,Rq to define another attack and defense network. We enlist the help of Figure
8. We denote this network by pS,�q. (Its elements m P S are also denoted in bold.)
Think of these elements m as mercenaries; as agents m carrying each a variety of
weapons, these weapons being a subset apmq of S . Thus we are relying in our attack
and defense mercenary network on the weapons network pS ,Rq. For example

apmq “ tta1, a2u, b1, b2u, where a1, a2, b1, b2 P S ,m P S

We now explain the meaning of apmq.

*1) The meaning of a(m) is a collection of three weapons. The first weapon is a com-
posite weapon built up of two component weapons ta1 and a2u. We denote it by
ta1, a2u but maybe better to use a special constructor ˚ and denote it by a1 ˚ a2,
as we do in Section A. The second weapon is b1 and the third is b2.

*2) So, if we want to attack a(m) we need to attack all three components weapons and
leave m without weapons.

[5, 7], each for their own (complementary) reasons. A better view is that Semantics is a
process assigning for each pS ,Rq another pS 1,R1q. This view makes it easier for us in this
paper to give up the conflict freeness requirement on sets of “arguments”.



So how do we use tpa1 ˚ a2q, b1, b2u? We use them as resource weapons, which
can be used for attack or for defence. pa1 ˚ a2q is a composite machine weapon which
has two components. So to neutralise the composite weapon pa1 ˚ a2q we need to kill
at least one of its components, and to attack a(m) we must attack each of its weapons.
So if

α “ ttα1, α2, α3u, δ1, δ2u

is the set of weapons of another mercenary m1, keen to attack a(m), then for m1 to use
its α to attack a it must attack each of m’s weapons. So

*3)

α� apmq iff α� pa1 ˚ a2q

and α� b1
and α� b2

So for α to attack any single weapon x (such as one of the weapons in a(m)), we
need a weapon in α to attack x. So we follow rule *4):

*4)

tz, yu� x iff def. zRx_ yRx
u� z ˚ y iff def. uRz_ uRy

where z ˚ y is a weapon with two components. So, for example

u� ttz, yu,wu iff u� pz ˚ yq and uRwq iff ppuRz_ uRyq ^ uRwq.

Therefore we have
*5) ttα1 ˚ α2 ˚ α3u, δ1, δ2u� x iff rδ1Rx or δ2Rx or pα1 ˚ α2 ˚ α3qRxs

and
*6) α� tpa1, a2q, b1, b2u iff α� pa1 ˚ a2q and α� b2 and α� b2.

This gives a full meaning to α� apmq. This is a weapons meaning. Not a logical
meaning. We should not interpret “˚” as a logical conjunction ‘^”. For comparison,
let us see what logical meaning for ˚ (taken as “^”) would look like.

Example 1. Example of how the attack formation α � apmq behaves when we inter-
pret the ˚ as logical conjunction ^.

So let α attack apmq.
α “ ttα1, α2, α3u, δ1, δ2u.

So we read α as a formula of logic:

pα2 ^ α2 ^ α3q _ δ1 _ δ2

and similarly we read apmq as the formula of logic

pa1 ^ a2q _ b1 _ b2

So we want

(71) α $  apmq “  b1 ^ b2 ^ p a1 _ a2q



but α “ ppα2 ^ α2 ^ α3q _ δ1 _ δ2q.
So we get that p71q means (72)

(72) pα1 ^ α2 ^ α3q $  apmq and δ1 $  apmq and δ2 $  apmq.

but logically

(73)  apmq “ p a1 _ a2q ^  b1 ^ b2

So in terms of weapons if ˚ is interpreted as ^ and the collection of elements is
interpreted as disjunction we get that all weapons in α must kill/attack each of the
weapons in a(m).

This is not the interpretation we want.

Let us now look at Figure 4. Here we have, according to our weapon interpretation
Figure 12, where to simplify let (we abuse notation, identifying the mercenary with its
set of weapons):

b “ tb1, b2u, β “ tα1, α2u, x “ tx1, x2u.

We get

tb2, b2u

tα1, α2u

tx1, x2u

Fig. 12.

α1, α2 are used as weapons to kill tb1, b2u. So the meaning of tα1, α2u� tb1, b2u

is pα1Rb1 ^ α1Rb2q _ pα1Rb1 ^ α2Rb2q _ pα2Rb1 ^ α2Rb2q _ pα2Rb1 ^ α1Rb2q.
We would expect the meaning of

tx1, x2u� tα1, α2u

to be similar, namely

px1Rα1 ^ x1Rα2q _ px1Rα1 ^ x2Rα2q _ px2Rα1 ^ x2Rα2q _ px2Rα1 ^ x1Rα2q.

However, our analysis of Figure 1 together with the meaning that x contains weapons
x1 and x2 which can be used for defense, as in Figure 5, allows us to have more options.
We can lend these weapons to b and strengthen b’s defense. For example we can form
as one option

b1 “ tb1 ˚ x1, b2 ˚ x2u

and Figure 12 is transformed to Figure 13



tb1 ˚ x1, b2 ˚ x2u

tα1, α2u

Fig. 13.

Remark 2. We see here that the weapon interpretation uses weapons as a resource. If
we have only one copy of x1, we cannot form

b2 “ tb1 ˚ x1, b2 ˚ x1, x2u

Here x strengthens b by making b1 and b2 stronger and even gives it x2 as additional
weapon. So β must kill each of these 3 items. Note that we need two copies of x1. So
we could move to linear logic and multisets.

Note that this Weapons point of view allows for loops. If we have ta, bu ��
tc, du, this is a loop which is stable if we only have aRc and dRb. The surviving
weaponry is tau and tdu.

It is similar to discrete equilibrium of an ecology of two species. Imagine certain
trees and certain grass growing under the trees. The grass processes the dead leaves
from the tree and making better earth to enable the tree to make leaves.

Remark 3. Let us verify how the schematic model of this Section 2 addresses the
required features listed in Remark 1. We check the items as listed one by one:

– Items 1. and 2. can be addressed as seen from the discussion in Example 1.
– Item 3. is not fully addressed. We can weaken our target by killing some of its

weapons. We have not addressed directional attacks . This will be done later by
offering a more sophisticated model along the same schematic lines.

– Items 4. and 5. are not addressed yet.
– Item 6. was discussed and can be addressed.
– Item 7. was not addressed.
– Item 8. was addressed.
– Item 9. will be addressed in the appendices where we discuss linear implication

and weaponise it directly.

The appendices continue the Socratic development of a formal model from the
requirements of an attack-defence network as developed in this paper.
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Appendices

A A first design draft of a formal model

Following our discussions in Sections 1 and 2, we proceed now towards a more so-
phisticated model. We aim to study a first draft of a model with joint attacks, joint
support, resource multisets, linear logic and weapons interpretation semantics.

We begin by collecting various building blocks towards constructing a model.

Block 71. Point of view. Given a set of nodes and a binary relation on the set, the
traditional argumentation view of this system is that the nodes are (logical) arguments
and the binary relation is the relation of logical attack. So imagine two lawyers arguing
for and against the guilt of the accused.

This point of view is highly applicable in the legal domain. In contrast we are
aiming for the Security and for the Medical domains, and for such domains we need a
different point of view.

Our point of view, as discussed in Sections 1 and 2, is that the nodes are collections
of weapons. We imagine two armies attacking each other with weapons. For example a
doctor with a collection of medicines attacking various medical problems in a patient.
Another example is a data security officer installing various measures to defend his
data against Chaos International hackers.

Block 72. The nature of our weapons. Our choice of weapons is inspired by our anal-
ysis of the attack and defense in Figure 1; the figure of the attack and defense tree
of paper [1]. The figure contains the details of many kinds of weapons. We need to
simplify this assortment, for the sake of simplicity.

We envisage two kinds of weapons:

1. Attack weapons which can kill other attack weapons.
2. Supporting weapons which can enhance or protect other weapons or other defense

means.

Example 2.

1. Weapon – Fighter plane. This is an attack weapon.
Support enhancement - better radar and electronic communication
Support protection - coat the exterior with stealth capability.

2. From Figure 1:
Defense weapon – Password
Attack Weapon (on passwords) – Dictionary attacks
Support weapon (supporting passwords) – Strong password
Support (of Dictionary Attacks) – Stronger password attacks.

Remark 4. Note that in this first design model we use only discrete weapons. So a
cannister of poisonous gas can either be used in its entirety or not be used at all. We
do not model, at this stage, the use of some of the poison (say 35%). Allowing for this
option requires a special logical operators in the modelling.

Definition 1. 1. A weapons system has the form pW,Wa,Ws, ρ, ˚q where



(a) Wa is a multiset of atomic weapons, including the empty weapon e.
(b) Ws is a multiset of atomic support weapons.
(c) ˚ is a binary concatenation algebraic operator, which is commutative and

associative on Ws. It is used to form composite support weapons.
– any atomic s in Ws is also considered a composite support weapon.
– if x and y are composite support weapons so is x ˚ y.
– ˚ can also form expressions of the form z ˚ ps1 ˚ s2 . . . ˚ skq, where z P Wa

and si P Ws.
See the exact role of ˚ in (d) below.

(d) W is the multi-set of composite attack weapons defined inductively using
Wa,Ws, and ˚ as follows:

– An atomic attack weapon is a composite weapon (so e is also a composite
attack weapon).

– If x is a composite weapon and s is atomic support weapon then x ˚ s is
a composite weapon. In particular so is e ˚ s. (Think of e ˚ s as a sort of
shield. It cannot attack and kill but it can protect.)

– ˚ is commutative and associative, namely

px ˚ s1q ˚ s2 “ x ˚ ps1 ˚ s2q “ px ˚ s2q ˚ s1 “ x ˚ ps2 ˚ s1q

– If x˚ps1 ˚ . . .˚ sk`1q is an attack weapon, so is x˚ps1 ˚ . . .˚ skq. (This is to
allow moving enhancements such as sk`1 from one weapon to another.)

2. An arsenal of weapons A is a multiset of weapons from W and supports from Ws.
(Think of A as a node in the attack and defense tree, representing a mercenary, or
a doctor or a hacker, carrying the arsenal of weapons A.)

3. ρ is a binary relation on W, satisfying the following conditions (ρ is the attack/kill
relation). (We read xρy as saying the weapon x is capable of attacking and dam-
aging/killing the weapon y, should the mercenary choose to use it.)
(a) If xρy holds then x is not of the form e˚ps1, . . . , skq. (I.e. a multiset of supports

cannot kill anyone. Think of it as a shield.) We may, however, allow for attacks
of the form e ˚ s1, . . . , ˚smρe ˚ t1, . . . , ˚tm. See the table of Figure 2 item 4.

(b) If xρy and s P Ws then x ˚ sρy.
(c) @x P WDy P Wpyρxq (Spinoza principle)
(d) If z P Wa and y P W and yρz ˚ ps1, . . . , skq then also yρe ˚ ps1, . . . , skq.

Item (d) combined with item (b) imply that y kills the weapon z as well as each
of its individual enhancements tsiu.

(e) It may be of interest to investigate the following principle. If x attacks y (xρy),
then y can be enhanced to a y1 such that x no longer attacks y1. (This is the
opposite of the Spinoza principle.)

4. Let A be an arsenal. Define a new arsenal called strip (a) as follows:
(a) For z P Wa such that z˚ ps1, . . . , skq is in A, we let z, s1, . . . , sk be in strip (A).
(b) If s P Ws and s P A then we let s P strippAq.
(c) We say that A is equivalent to B iff (def) strip (A) = strip (B).

We write A ” B.

Remark 5. StrippAq is the multi-set of resources used to build up A from elements of
Wa,Ws and ˚. So when A is equivalent to B, then it means they use the same resources.
We shall see below that if A wants to attack or defend it can re-organise itself into an
equivalent better weapons deployment B using it resources.



Definition 2.

1. Let A be an arsenal and let w “ z ˚ ps1˚, . . . , ˚skq be a weapon P W. We say that
A is capable of killing w iff for some y P strippAq X Wa and some t1, . . . , tm P
strippAq XWs, we have that y ˚ pt1 ˚ . . . ˚mqρw.
We further say that A used the resources ty, t1, . . . , tmu to kill w and after the
successful attack the arsenal A is depleted into strippAq ´ ty, t1, . . . , tmu.

2. Let A and B be two arsenals. We say B is capable of surviving an all out attack
from A iff there exists a B1 ” B such that B1 “ tw1, . . . ,wmu and for any weapons
y1, . . . , ym such that

Ź

i yiρwi we have that

ď

i

stripptyiuq $ strippAq.

In other words, A does not have the resources pstrippAqq to kill every element in
the defense formation B1 (which is a rearrangement of the resources of B).

3. We say A can weaken B, if for any B1 ” B there exists a w P B and a y P W such
that yρw an stripptyuq Ď strippAq.
We say that B1 is weakened into B1 ´ twu and A is weakened by loosing its re-
sources pstrippAqq by the amount stripptyuq.

4. We say A can kill B iff B cannot survive an all out attack from A.

Remark 6. In Definition 2 we were concerned on how an arsenal A can mount an
attack on a target B. Basically what A has to do is to re-organize itself into its basic
resources strippAq, and construct a weapon w which can attack (some weapon or
resource t in the target, i.e. we have wρt.

The point we want to make here is that the possibility of attack depends on the
attack relation ρ.

So if no matter how A re-organize its resources it cannot construct a weapon w
which can attack anything, then A cannot mount any attack on any target.

Now we ask, how can A support a target B? The answer it can always support any
B. It can always look at strippAq and send some of its resources to B.

Of course the geometry of the network dictates whom A wants to attack and whom
it wants to support, but to attack – A needs to consult ρ while to support A can always
send resources to the destination it wants.

Example 3. 1. Let w “ tz ˚ s, y ˚ su. x “ tαu.
It may be that αρz ˚ s, αρy ˚ s, αρe ˚ s ˚ s, but  αρpz ˚ s ˚ sq.
Let A “ tαu,B “ tz, y, e, s, su.
Then A can kill B but if B reorganises its defense into B1 “ te, z ˚ s ˚ s, yu then it
can survive.
Note that we may have an interesting situation here if we have pz ˚ s ˚ sqρα. Then
B can also kill A by reorganising into B1.

2. Note that if we have A1 “ tα, αu,B1 “ tz, su,B2 “ ty, su.
Then A1 can kill both B1 and B2 but if they create an alliance B1 ‘ B2 then they
can not only survive but weaken A1.
Furthermore, if we look at A, then A can kill one of tB1,B2u but again if they
form B1 ‘ B2 they can kill A.



Definition 3. Let A and B be arsenals. Let C be an arsenal. We say C can protect B
from killing attack from A, if for every B1 ” B and very A1 ” A which can kill B1,
there exists a C1 ” C such that C1 has enough resources to support B1 to be B2 and
also weaken A1 to A2 so that B2 can survive A2.

Block 73. Reinterpreting the weapons of Block 72 s arguments (legal). This move is to
show that our weapons model constructed intuitively by looking at security attack and
defense can also be used as a model in argumenation in the legal domain. Such a move
will reinforce our confidence in the model and will also benefit the argumentation
research area and community and maybe also mobilise them to take an interest in
security attack and defense networks and in resource and linear logic.

We present our comparison in a table, see Table 2. The table refers to the compo-
nents of a model of the form pW,Wa,Ws, ρ, ˚q. We use examples from the literature
both in argumentation and in security.

Block 74. Defining attack and defense networks and their semantics. This block gives
a schematic view. The next block 75 will give a more detailed mathematical view.

We present our schematic view by looking at Figure 14.

B

X

C

ED

A

Fig. 14.

Note the following:

1. (a) We use only attack arrows “�”. The defense/support comes as part of the
attack as we explain later. This is compatible with Figure 1.

(b) Assume the graph is finite acyclic. We deal with loops later.
2. Consider node C. Its resources are strippCq.
3. Its semantic “desire” in terms of our model (to be agreed and finalised) is as

follows:
(a) Top priority — protect itself against attacks from A and B.
(b) These attacks will diminish C resources, because it might weaken C or maybe

even kill it.



Table 2.

Component Meaning in security (block
72)

Meaning in argumentation

1. atomic weapon z P Wa use weapon z (from Figure 8 fact z: the accused murdered
the victim

2. Atomic support s (form-
ing z ˚ s)

s enhances the weapon z. s is witness to fact z.

(i) s is written as label s : z,
see [10].
(ii) or s written as s Ñ

z forming part of support
group of z. See [4].
(iii) or s is part of argumena-
tion scheme, see [11, p. 90].
(iv) or we can use a single
support letter s and let the
number of concatenated s’s
indicate the strength of the
argument or how many lives
it has etc. So z˚ s˚ s˚ s indi-
cates that z has strength 3 we
can also write it as 3 : z

3. Note about item 2 above. Our algebra of resources in the security case allows us to strip
a support from a z ˚ s and add it to a y ˚ s, for z , y. In argu-
mentation this is not allowed. A witness for z cannot become
a witness for y, y , z. Of course in a completely corrupt soci-
ety where evidence can be faked and witnesses can be bought
or hired, the algebra will be the same.

4. zρy or zρs is allowed A weapon z can attack an-
other weapon y or a support
s but we do not have sρs1. If
we allow e˚ sρe˚ s1 then OK.

A fact or argument can at-
tack another argument but
can also attack a supporting
witness. In fact more wit-
nesses can attack a witness
saying for example “how can
you testify to fact z when you
wee abroad that same day!”

5. The way attack and
support are conducted and
what semantics we have.

This comparison will continue after we present below Block
p74q: the semantics of attack and defense.



Question. Do we assume A and B join resources?? I.e. form strippAq Y
strippBq.
Answer. To simplify, assume no cooperation.

(c) With its diminished resources C wants to
(c1) attack D and E and weaken them.
(c2) At the same time send remaining resources to support X.

We need to formulate as part of our semantics a policy for nodes like C to do
this, (c1) and (c2).

4. Following the above principles and policies, we propagate our attacks along the
finite acyclic graph from the endpoints (points not attacked). When we reach the
end of the process, we stop.

5. So our semantics, a process to be defined and finalised, is a functional F which
produces, for each finite acyclic graph of attacking arsenals, another graph where
each arsenal Z is reduced to Z1.

Block 75. A more detailed mathematical model. We start by simplifying the definition
of a weapon system pW,Wa,Ws, ρ, ˚q (given in Definition 1), which will enable us
to give a better semantics which will more directly connect with concepts from the
argumentation area.

Remark 7. Consider the weapon system pW,Wa,Ws, ρ, ˚q of Definition 1. We want
to discuss how to simplify this definition with a view of making the connection with
argumentation more transparent and with a view of making it easier for the security
community to understand it and use it. This remark explains the simplification and
the next series of definitions will lead to a formal definition of the simplified weapon
system.

We propose the following simplifications:

1. Assume Wa “ Ws “ W0 with W0 being a set of free generators for a free Abelian
group. so W0 has elements of the form

te, g1, g´1
1 , g2, g´1

2 , . . .u.

The elements gi are the positive generators and we also form their group inverses
namely we form the elements g´1

i which are considered negative (the group is
multiplicative, the words Positive and Negative express our view of how they are
used as resource).

2. ˚ is the free group multiplication, which is associative and commutative.
The element e is the unit element and all other elements w are generated as prod-
ucts of the form w “ w1 ˚ w2 ˚ ... ˚ wn, with each wi P W0.

3. So the elements of W have the form α “ α1 ˚ α2 ˚ . . . ˚ αk, β “ β1 ˚ . . . ˚ βm with
the following holding:

α ˚ β “ def.α1 ˚ . . . ˚ αk ˚ β1 ˚ . . . ˚ βm

α´1 “ α´1
k ˚ α´1

k´1 ˚ . . . ˚ α
´1
1 .

We have e ˚ α “ α ˚ e “ α and α ˚ α´1 “ e.
4. ρ is a binary relation on W saying which element is permitted to attack which

other element



5. (a) From commutativity and (3) above we get a normal form for each α P W,
namely

α “ g1 ˚ . . . gk ˚ h´1
1 ˚ . . . ˚ h´1

m

with gi , h j for all i, j.
(b) We say that the elements gi and h´1

j appear as atomic components in the word
α.

6. (a) An arsenal A is a set of elements from the Abelian group.
(b) Let strippAq be the mutiset of all atomic elements appearing as components

in any word of A.
(c) we can define that A is Equivalent to B iff strippAq “ strippBq.
(d) A can re-organise its resources into an equivalent B depending on what it

wants to do, attack or defend or support
7. According to Definition 2 the question of whether a word x can attack y is deter-

mined by ρ. However, in view of Remark 6 and in order to simplify the model, we
do not use ρ. Any x can attack or support any y, all we need to say is how to do it!

8. We now explain how we are going to define attack and support.
(a) For α to attack β we form the word α ˚ β´1.
(b) For α to support β we form the word α ˚ β.

9. Now consider the sequence of attacks of Figure 15.
Because this is only an example, let us assume that the nodes do not re-organise
themselves for better attack or support (or maybe assume that what you see in the
figure is after a suitable re-organisation has taken place).

C “ tδu

A “ tα, βu

B “ tγu

D “ tεu

Fig. 15.

The options for A are to divide its resources between attacking B and supporting
C and/or D. Let us examine several scenarios:

Scenario (a). A attacks B with α and supports D with β.
Let us follow (execute) this scenario following the arrows of the tree.

Step 1 of Scenario a. A uses all of its resources and becomes A1 “ teu. B becomes
B1 “ tγ ˚ α´1u and D becomes D1 “ tε ˚ βu, C is unchanged.



Step 2 of Scenario a. Now B1 has the option of continuing the scenario and suppose
it decides to attack D1. So D1 becomes

D2 “ tε ˚ β ˚ pγ ˚ α´1qu “ tε ˚ β ˚ α ˚ γ´1u.

C remains unchanged.
We now change Scenario a slightly to Scenario b.

Scenario (b). Suppose A decided to support D completely without attacking B. So D
becomes D1 “ tα˚β˚εu and B attacks D1 and it becomes again D1 “ tα˚β˚ε˚γ´1u.
C remains unchanged.

Scenario (c). Now suppose A attacks B with α to form B1 “ tγ ˚ α´1u. A supports C
to form C1 “ tδ ˚ βu and B1 attacks C1 (not D) to form C2 “ tδ ˚ β ˚ pγ ˚ α´1qu “

tδ ˚ β ˚ α ˚ γ´1u. D remains unchanged.

We need to stipulate the following law:
(λ) Law of conservation of resources.

This law needs to be properly formulated. The problem is that if we have γργ, that
is resource γ attacks resource γ, we get γ ˚ γ´1 “ e, and it looks like resources are
being destroyed.

We need a remedy to this problem. Perhaps what we need to do it to modify item
5 of Definition 7 and say that the normal form of any word α is the form

α “ pg1 ˚ ˚ ˚ gkq ˚ ph´1
1 ˚ ˚ ˚ h´1

m q ˚ ppr1 ˚ r´1
1 q ˚ pr2 ˚ r´1

2 q ˚ ....q

with gi , h j for all i, j.
To accommodate the group rule of w ˚ w´1 “ e, we define the equality class of α

to be all β with the same initial part pg1 ˚ ˚ ˚ gkq ˚ ph´1
1 ˚ ˚ ˚ h´1

m q. So by looking at
the equality class of α we ignore the tail of α, namely we ignore ppr1 ˚ pr´1

1 q ˚ pr2 ˚

pr´1
2 q ˚ ˚˚q, which is in the group equal to pe ˚ e ˚ ˚˚q “ e. So the equality classes do

carry a record of the resources. This way the resources remain recorded.6

Let us now compute resources for our scenarios.
The final resources of Scenario (a):

A1 “ B2 “ teu (no resources)
D2 “ tε ˚ α ˚ β ˚ γ´1u. C “ tδu.

Final resources of Scenario (c)
A1 “ B2 “ teu, no resources.
C2 “ tδ ˚ β ˚ α ˚ γ´1u,D1 “ tεu.

We must have by conservation of resources that

stripptε ˚ α ˚ β ˚ γ´1u Y tδuq “ stripptδ ˚ β ˚ α ˚ γ´1u Y tεuq

6 Note that we are saying “remain recorded”, it does not imply that resources are not lost. This
just help record our losses. However when we get to more precise mathematical definitions
such as Definition 12, where the approach is that when x supports u, then x gives u resources,
and when x attacks u, then x steals/takes resources from u. So either way resources are
conserved. The result of a complex attack defense tree is a redistribution of resources. This
will be discussed at length in Section ??.3.



Remark 8. Let us follow Remarks 1 and 3 and check which additional items have
been addresses in this Section A.

We have addressed Directional attacks and generally expanded the model with
more details.

B Formal argumentation meets attack and defense graphs from
security

Following our developments in Sections 1–A we are now ready to continue with a
more specific model. This time we move from the direction of argumentation towards
the goal of security. In this spirit this section develops a model of argumentation in-
spired by attack and defense graphs from the security area. Our exposition is mathe-
matical, following the method introduced by Edmund Landau a century ago. See [12,
13]. However, for the sake of the non mathematical reader, we add explanations in the
footnotes. This way we do not interrupt the mathematical flow but still recognise the
perceptive students of argumentation.

B.1 Weaponising the attack and support (defense) nodes in a bipolar network

Definition 4. An attack and defense (AD) graph has the form pS ,Ra,Rsq, where S , ∅
is the set of nodes, Ra and Rs are binary relations on S , Ra is referred to as the attack
relation denoted also by� and Rs is referred to as the support relation and is denoted
byÑ. We also let R “ Ra Y Rs and assume that pS ,Rq is a finite acyclic graph.

Definition 5. LetN “ pS ,Ra,Rsq be an AD network. We define four rewrite transfor-
mation rules on N .

1. Attack elimination rule
If x � y� z is in N (i.e., px, yq P Ra ^ py, zq P Ra) then transform “x� y” into
“x Ñ z”. That is, let

R1a “ Ra ´ tpx, yqu
R1s “ Rs Y tpx, zqu

and let N 1 “ pS ,R1a,R
1
sq.

7

2. Support elimination rule
If x Ñ y � z is in N (i.e., px, yq P Rs ^ py, zq P Raq, then we transform “x Ñ y”
into “px� zq”. That is, let

R1s “ pRs ´ tpx, yquq
R1a “ Ra Y tpx, zqu

Let N 1 “ pS ,Ra,R1sq.
7 Note that following Definition 12, (this definition is given later in this Subsection) when x

attacks y, x takes resources from y, therefore technically, it looks like y (reluctantly) supports
x.

This will be discussed in Section ??.3. To see the logic of it, suppose a hacker takes control
of your computer and changes all the passwords and encrypts the data. Then the hacker asks
for ransom. The net result of this cycle (if you pay) is that you are technically giving a cash
support to the attacker. If the attack only destroys resources and does not steal/them, then the
above scenario is not modelled.



3. Support chain reduction rule
If x Ñ y Ñ z, (i.e., px, yq P Rs^py, zq P Rs) then let R1s “ pRs´tpx, yquYtpx, zqu
and let N 1 “ pS ,Ra,R1sq.

4. Attack chain reduction rule
If x � y Ñ z, (i.e., px, yq P Ra ^ py, zq P Rs) then transform “x � y” into
px� zq. That is, let

R1a “ pRa ´ tpx, yquq Y tx, zqu

and let N “ pS ,R1a,Rsq.

Definition 6. Let N “ pS ,Ra,Rsq be an AD network. Let R “ Ra Y Rs.

1. x P S is called a top point iff there is no y P S such that px, yq P R.
2. x P S is called a bottom point iff there is no z P S such that pz, xq P R.
3. N is said to be in normal form iff every node x P S is either a top point or a

bottom point or both.

Lemma 1. Let N “ pS ,Ra,Rsq. Then using the transformation rules of Definition 6,
we can transform N into a unique normal B1 “ pS ,R1a,R

1
sq.

Proof. Since pS ,Rq is acyclic, we can prove by induction using the transformation
rules from the bottom points.

Remark 9.

1. The AD graph of Definition 4 is also known in the argumentation community
(COMMA, see [14]) as bipolar network (see Gabbay, [4]).

2. Note that we allow for an x P S to both attack and support a y P S (i.e., px, yq P
Ra X Rs).

3. Note that we shall manipulate a AD graph in a different novel way than in tradi-
tional (Dung) argumentation.

Definition 7.

1. A finitely generated free Abelian group (with n generators) has the form A “

pA,G, ˚, E, eq, where G is a finite set of distinct atomic generators, G “ tg1, . . . , gnu.
– A is the set of elements of the group if the form α “ gm1pαq

1 ˚gm2pαq

2 ˚ . . .˚gmnpαq
n

where mi are integers.
– ˚ is a commutative and associative multiplication.
– e “ g0

1 . . . ˚ g0
n

– We let
α ˚ β “ gm1pαq

1 ˚ . . . ˚ gmnpαq
n ˚ gm1pβq

1 ˚ . . . ˚ gmnpβq
n

α´1 “ g´m1pαq

1 ˚ . . . ˚ g´mnpαq
n

– E is the set of equations of the form

pgm
i ˚ gk

i q “ gm`k
i

and
α ˚ g0

i “ α



for all generators gi, i “ 1, . . . ,m.8

Lemma 2. LetA be an Abelian group pA,G, ˚, E, eq and let α P A, α , e, then there
exist generators h1, . . . , hk P G, k ď n and integers m1, . . . ,mk with m j , 0, j “
1, . . . , k such that α “ hm1

1 ˚ . . . ˚ hmk
k .

Proof. Follows from implementing the commutativity of * and the equations E.

Definition 8. LetA “ pA,G, ˚, E, eq be an Abelian group. Let α , e be in canonical
form as in Lemma 2, namely

α “ hm1
1 ˚ . . . ˚ hmk

k .

Let 1 ď j ď k, then

1. If m j ą 0, then we say α has a positive resource of m j copies of h j respectively
for each j.

2. If m j ă 0 we say that α lacks (is short of) m j copies of h j respectively for each j.
3. If α “ e then we say that α has 0 resources of any kind.9

Definition 9. Let α, β be two elements of the Abelian group. Let α have m ą 0 re-
source copies of g. Let β have m1 resource copies of g.

1. We define the notion of α attacks β with gk, k ď m, to means that α executes an
attack on β, using k copies of its positive g resource, and as a result of this attack
β becomes β1 “ β˚g´k. So β1 has m1´k resources of g and α becomes α1 “ α˚gk

and so α gains (it steals from β, through the attack) gk resources.
2. We say α supports β with gk, k ď m of its resources to mean that β becomes

β2 “ β ˚ gk, and so β2 has now m1 ` k resource of g and α loses (it gives to β
through the support) gk resource to become α1 “ α ˚ g´k.

8 Let us explain the argumentation meaning of this definition. The set of arguments is the set G
of generators. Each argument g in G can have a strength m, (where m is an integer) expressed
by the number of resource copies of g is available. We present this by writing gm. If m ă 0,
understand this as strength “overdraft”.

What is the attack relation? Let us take the attack to be strength reduction, and we allow
any element g to attack only itself (i.e., in terms of item 3 of Definition 1, we have that only
gρg holds for any g in G).

Viewed as elements of the Abelian group generated by G, attack and support (with ρ “
tpg, gq|g P Gu can be defined using group multiplication *, as done in Definition 9.

9 The argumentation reader should compare this definition with a bipolar network enriched
with strength of arguments. This has the form pS ,Ra,Rs, fq, where f is a function on S giving
for each x P S an integer number (positive, negative or zero) which is its strength. If the
strength of x is positive than x is considered “in”, otherwise x is “out”. If xRay holds and x
is “in”, then x can actually mount an attack on y and the result of the attack is to subtract the
strength of x from that of y. If xRsy holds and x is “in” then x can actually mount a support of
y and add its strength to that of y (y may have a large negative strength and y may still remain
out).

The novelty in what we do in this section is that the attacker or supporter arguments looses
strength when executing its attack and support and is allowed to make strategic choices of
where to invest his resources. These new complications are not arbitrary new ideas but come
from observing considerations in Security networks.



Remark 10.

1. If for example α “ g´2 ˚ h3 then α can attack or defend with resources up to h3

but it cannot do anything with g´2. Our current model does not allow “borrowing
resources”.

2. Also if β “ h, then it makes no sense for α to spend resources and attack βwith h2,
because β will become β1 “ h´1. It is enough to attack with h only, neutralising β
to be β1 “ h0 “ e.
If β can be supported by a γ “ h2 then to make sure β is neutralised it may be
worth for α to attack β with h3.

3. Mathematically α can both attack and support β. For example it can support β by
h1 and attack β by h2. So after this combined attack and support effort of α, α will
gain one h resource and β will become β3 “ β ˚ h ˚ h´2 “ h0 “ e.
There may be applications where this is done. For example the UK government
gives retired people a state pension of say £5000, but they also consider it as
income and tax it.
Other governments (e.g., Israel) do not tax state pensions.

Definition 10. Let pS ,Ra,Rsq be an AD graph and let A be an Abelian group. A
system pS ,Ra,Rs,A,Fq is a weaponised argumentation network if F is a function from
S into A associating with each t P S an element α “ hm1

1 ˚ . . . ˚ hmk
k of the group,

considered as a resource/weapon for attack or support.10

Definition 11.

1. Let pS ,Ra,Rsq be an AD network. Let x P S be a point. We define certain sets of
points having to do with x as follows:
(a) Attack pxq “ ty P S |x� yu.
(b) Support pxq “ tz P S |x Ñ zu
(c) Constellation pxq “ AttackpxqYSupportpxqY

Ť

yPAttackpxqYSupportpxqpAttackpyqY
Supportpyqq

Definition 12.

1. Let N “ pS ,Ra,Rsq be an AD network.
LetA “ pA,G, ˚, E, eq be a Abelian group, with its element α P A, considered as
resources. We can use N and A to define a weaponised argumentation network
pN ,A,Fq by letting F to be any function from S into A

F : S ÞÑ A
10 From now on the definitions become mathematically complicated. Consider the system
pS ,Ra,Rs, fq of Footnote 9, and let us form the product of k copies of it. So the elements
of the product will be vectors of k elements from S and the attacks and supports are executed
coordinate wise. Of course if we do not allow cross coordinates attacks , then having a prod-
uct of k copies is nothing new, since each copy/coordinate operates independently , without
any cross coordinate interaction. This subsection and the next go down this path and indeed
the Abelian group view is simpler mathematically to follow. We set out some algorithms
which apply also to cross coordinate interaction but can be more easily understood in this
simple case. We do however take an argumentation view of these subsections in the follow-
ing SubSection ??.4, where we add various complications as well as address cross coordinate
interaction. The perceptive argumentation reader is invited to go to that subsection.



with Fpxq “ α, where x P S and α an element in normal form

α “ hm1
1 ˚ . . . ˚ hmk

k

where m j , 0, j “ 1, . . . , k and where hm j

j can be used to attack or support only
if m j ą 0. We can assume that the first n generators, n ď k are the ones with
exponent m j ą 0.

2. For a given x and Fpxq “ α as in item 1 above, we say the following:
(a) The resources available for x to attack and or support are products of ele-

ments of the form hr
j where m j ą 0 and 0 ă r ď m j. Thus we say that x

has the resources to attack or support several nodes ui with the respective
elements βi, if

(a1) Each βi is a product of the first n generators of α (recall that these are the
generators with exponent m j ą 0). We further assume that all the generators
appearing in the product of each βi have positive exponents ą 0.

(a2) The exponent of each generator h j in the ˚ product of all the βi does not
exceed m j.

(b) x is allowed to attack or support a node u P S only as specified in the options
listed in Definition 13.

(c) If x has the resources βi available in Fpxq and chooses to attack or support
several nodes ui respectively and is allowed to attack or support each ui (as
per item (2b) above) then to attack each ui with βi we get a new F1puiq “

Fpuiq˚β
´1
i . To support ui with βi we get a new F2puiq˚βi and as a result of all

of these attacks we get a new F1pxq “ Fpxq ˚ β´1 ˚ β1 where β is the ˚ product
of all the βi which support ui and β1 is the ˚ product of all the βi which attack
ui respectively.

Definition 13. Let pN ,A,Fq be a weaponised argumentation network. LetN “ pS ,Ra,Rsq

and let x P S . We now list the nodes u P S which x is allowed to attack or support.
This is a purely geometrical notation and is independent of F. F only gives resources
but does not give permission to attack or support.

Let x P S and let Cpxq be the constellation for x as defined in Definition 11.
Consider the network

NCx “ pCpxq,Ra � Cpxq,Rs � Cpxqq.

This is an acyclic finite network (since N is finite acyclic). There are the following
options for a path from the bottom point x to a top point z possibly through a middle
point y. We list the possibilities.

1. x (is both top and bottom point)
2. x� z
3. x Ñ z
4. x� y� z
5. x� y Ñ z
6. x Ñ y� z
7. x Ñ y Ñ z.

For each of the above geometric options, the node x has the following attack and/or
support permissions. (We assume x, y, z have resources to attack, support, etc.)



1. No options available.
2. x can attack z
3. x can support z
4. x can attack y or x can support z or both (if resources are available)
5. x can attack y or attack z or both
6. x can support y or attack z or both
7. x can support y or support z or both.

Definition 14. Let pN ,A,Fq be a weaponised argumentation network. Let x P S be
a node and let Ppxq be all the nodes which x is geometrically permitted to attack or
support according to Definition 13. Let P0pxq Ď Ppxq be the set of nodes (may be ∅)
which x chooses to attack or support with resources βpuq for each u P P0pxq.

We assume that x has the resources in Fpxq sufficient for all the βpuq, u P P0 as
defined in Definition 12. In such a case we say that “x makes the choicepx,Fq “
tpu, βpuqq|u P P0u.

This choice depends on F because F says how much resources x has, i.e. Fpxq has.

Example 4. 11 Consider the constellation in Figure 16 together with resources F1
available for attack or support for some of the nodes.

z1 : tγu

u : tα, βu,

u to make a move

x : tα, βu

y1 : tαu y2 : tβu

z : tγ, βu

Fig. 16. The resource annotation in this Figure is F1

1. u is a bottom point. Its resources will not change because it is not being attacked
or supported. So u has to make a move first.

2. u can attack x, with some of its resources. It can also support y1 and or support y2.
It can divide its resources between all three options. =

11 This example illustrates the general Definition 17 of the next subsection.



3. x is allowed to attack y1 or attack y2 or support z or support z1. x cannot make a
move until u makes a move because it does not know what resources it is going to
have.

4. (1)–(3) above prompt us to describe a sequence of moves. So let us describe one
possible scenario:

Step 1. u decides to support y2 with β. This move is allowed. The resources of the
figure following the execution of this attack become F2 as in Figure 17.
In this figure x needs to make a move. y1 and y2 cannot move before x makes his
move.

z1 : tγu

u : tαu

x : tα, βu, x to make a move

y1 : tαu y2 : tβ2u

z : tγ, βu

Fig. 17. The resource annotation in this Figure is F2

Step 2. Now that u has made his move, x can now move. x chooses to attack y1
with α and attack y2 with β. We get the situation in Figure 18 with resources F3.

Step 3. Now that x has made his move, y1 and y2 can make their move. y1 has no
resources. y2 decides to attack z. The new figure is Figure 19 with resources F4.

Step 4. Now z and z1 can make a move but since they are top nodes, they have no
moves to do and we stop.

5. What happened in the above scenario/sequence of steps done in item (4)? We
started with Figure 16. This figure was annotated with weapons F1 as in the figure,
together with annotation of which points to make a move (point U). Step 1 was
to describe u make one of its allowable moves, moving to fFigure 17, where F1
becomes F2 as shown in this figure, together with the annotation that x can now
make a move using the F2 resources.
This process went on through F3 of Figure 18 and F4 of Figure 19 and there the
process stopped.



x : tα2, β2u

u : tαu

y1 : t∅u y2 : tβu

z : tγ, βu z1 : tγu

y1 to make a move y2 to make a move

Fig. 18. The resource annotation in this Figure is F3

y2 : tβ3u

u : tαu

y1 : t∅u

x : ∅

z : tγu z1 : tγu

z can make a move z1 can make a move

Fig. 19. The resource annotation in this Figure is F4



6. We can therefore say that the figure with F1 was transformed to the same figure
with F4.

7. To compare with classical Dung like bipolar network, let us look at the figure
again, without annotation. Consider Figure 20.

z1

u

y1 y2

x

z

Fig. 20. This figure is viewed as traditional bipolar argumentation figure and the possible anno-
tations are {in, out, undecided}.

Step 1. Since u is not attacked u “ in

Step 2. Therefore x “ out

Step 3. Therefore y1 “ in and y2 “ in.

Step 4. Therefore z “ out, z1 “ in.
Note that there are different theories for semantics of bipolar networks, some might

say that also y1 “ out because z “ out.
This is not important here. We are showing process similarity.

B.2 A formal definition of the evaluation process

This subsection gives the a formal definition of the evaluation process.

Definition 15.

1. Let N “ pS ,Ra,Rsq be a network. By a motion functionM we mean a function of
the form:

M : S ÞÑ

$

&

%

“already made a move”
“ready to move now”
“waiting to move”

,

.

-



2. M is said to be a legitimate motion function on S iff the following conditions hold:
– IfMpxq “ “ready to move now” and x Ñ y or x � y thenMpyq is “waiting

to move”.
– IfMpxq “ “ready to move now” and y Ñ x or y � x thenMpyq “ “already

made a move”.
– IfMpxq “ “waiting to move” and x Ñ y or x � y thenMpyq “ “waiting to

move”.
– If Mpxq “ “already made a move” and y Ñ x or y � x then Mpyq “

“already made a move”.

Definition 16. Let pN ,A,Fq be a weaponised argumentation network with N “

pS ,Ra,Rsq.
LetM be a legitimate motion function for N , as defined in Definition 15. We shall

use F andM to define a newM1 and a new F1 on S as follows:

1. Let tx1, x2, . . .u be all points in S which M says they are “ready to move now”.
Since F is given and the geometry of pS ,Ra,Rsq can tell each xi what nodes ui, j,
xi can attack or support (as in Definition 13), and Fpxiq can tell xi how much re-
sources xi has to attack, then xi can make a choice pxi,Fq as defined in Definition
14.

2. Let each xi attack or support each ui, j P choicepxi,Fq as described in Definition
12. Let βi, j be the resource which xi uses to attack or support ui, j. We can calculate
a new F1pxiq and a new F1pui, jq as follows (using the recipe defined in item (2c) of
Definition 12).

3. Let y be any node. If y is a target (for support or for attack) of several xi (i.e.,
y “ ui, j for several pi, jq), with a resource βi, j let:

β1i, j “

"

βi, j if y is a ui, j which is a support target of xi

β´1
i, j , if y is a ui j which is an attack target of xi

Let β1 be the * product of all of these β1i, j. Then

F2pyq “ Fpyq ˚ β1.

4. For any of the xi ready to move (note that xi has chosen to either attack or support
each of the ui, j of its choice, respectively with βi, j). Hence in the process of execut-
ing it choice, the node xi can gain and or lose resources depending respectively
on whether it chooses to attack or respectively support it target ui, j. SoFpxiq lost
the resource βi “ ˚ product on j (i.e. index i is fixed and j is the running index)
of all the βi, j of the ui, j which it supported and gained the resource β1 “ the ˚
product of all the βi, j of the ui, j which it attacked, respectively.
Let F1pxiq “ Fpxiq ˚ β

´1
i ˚ β1.

5. Let F1pzq, z P S be defined as follows:

F1pzq “

$

&

%

F1pxiq, if z “ xi for some xi

F1pui, jq, if z “ ui, j for some ui, j P choicepxi,Fq
Fpzq, otherwise.

Note that this is a good definition because pS ,R “ Ra Y Rsq is finite acyclic, so
xi < choicepxi,Fq.



6. LetM1 be changed fromM as follows:

M1pzq “

$

&

%

“already made a move”, if z “ xi for some xi

“ready to move now” if either xi Ñ z or xi � z, for some xi

Mpzq, otherwise.

Lemma 3. M1 of Definition 14 is legitimate.

Proof. Obvious from the construction.

Lemma 4. Let pN ,A,F0q be a weaponised argumentation network and let Mbot (re-
spectivelyMtop) be the motion function defined byMbotpxq “ “ready to move now” if
x is a bottom node (respectively top node) andMbotpxq “ “waiting to move” (respec-
tively “already made a move”) otherwise.

ThenMbot (respectivelyMtop) is legitimate.

Proof. Obvious.

Definition 17. Let W0 “ pN ,A,F0,M0q be a weapon system with M0 equal to Mbot
of Lemma 4.

A sequence W0,W1, . . . ,Wn is said to be a legitimate sequence if for each i,
pFi`1,Mi`1q are obtained from pFi,Miq as in Definition 16.12

Lemma 5. Let W0,W1, . . . ,Wn . . . be a legitimate sequence as in Definition 17. Then
for some N MN is the following

MNpxq “
"

“ready to move” for x top point
“has already moved” otherwise

Proof. Obvious since the “ready to move” nodes shift forward and pS ,Ra,Rsq is fixed
finite acyclic network.

B.3 Semantics for Attack and defense trees

This subsection will connect between the machinery of the previous two subsections
and linear logic.

We will work through a series of observational remarks in first modifying linear
logic and then modifying Abelian groups into a “new kind of logic” and reach a meet-
ing point between the two (modifying) directions.
12 Note that the moves of this Subsection and Definition 17 look very much like modal and

temporal tableaux and the proof theory from Databases in Labelled Deductive Systems.
For the reader from argumentation with give a quick example. Suppose we have three

world points, S “ tt1, t2, t3u and the earlier-later relation R “ tpt1, t2q, pt1, t3q, pt2, t3qu. This
means that t1 is earlier than t2, which is earlier than t3. Suppose we have a function F on S
saying what is temporally true at each point of S . LetM be a function saying where we are,
i.e. where “now” is in S . Then if “now” is t1 and Fpt1q “ talways in the future the formula A
is true}, we can add to Fpt3q the formula A to form the new F1pt3q “ Fpt3q Y tAu. After this
move, Fpt1q does not change.

In our case we are dealing with elements of Abelian group as resources but in the next
subsection we shall show how to interpret them as linear logic.

Once we understand our systems as some sort of linear resource logic we can give it
semantics.



Observational Remark 1 Consider a logical language with the binary connectiveñ
(intended to be intuitionistic implication or relevance implication or linear implica-
tion) and a set G “ tg1, g2, . . .u of atomic generators (for generating formulas).

1. A wff in normal form is defined inductively as follows:
(a) Any g P G is a formula. We define also the following additional meta-predicates

about formulas:
– Lpgq “ the level of g “ 0
– Hpgq “ the head of g “ g
– Bpgq “ the body of g “ ∅. (B is a multiset).
– Subpgq “ the multiset of all proper subformuas of g “ ∅.

(b) If A1 “ pB1 ñ g1q, . . . , An “ pBn ñ gnq are formulas with
– BpAiq “ Bi, i “ 1, . . . , n
– LpAiq “ mi, i “ 1, . . . , n
– HpAiq “ gi, i “ 1, . . . , n.

Then we let A “ tA1, . . . , Anu ñ g be a wff of level LpAq, where
– LpAq “ maxtLpAiqu ` 1,

and we also let
– BpAq “ tA1, . . . , Anu

– HpAq “ g
– subpAq “

Ťn
i“1 subpAiq Y BpAq.

2. Let B be a multiset of wffs. Use the notation pAqn to indicate n copies of A. Then
we can present B also as a set B1 “ B where B1 “ tpAqn|A appears in B n times}.

Observational Remark 2 Recall that implicational logic (i.e. logic for ñ) for in-
tuitionistic, relevance and affine linear logic can be defined as the smallest set of
theorems which satisfy the following three rules:

– Deduction rule
Database $ A ñ B iff Database `A $ B

– Modus ponens (detachment rule)
A and A ñ B $ B.
We say A and A ñ B are used in the application of this rule.

– Restriction on resources
‚ Intuitionistic logic. No restriction
‚ Relevance logic. All items of data (assumptions) must be used, but can be

used more than once.
‚ Linear affine logic. Whatever assumptions are used must be used exactly once.
‚ See [17] for examples.

Example 5.

1. Let A “ a ñ pa ñ bq. This formula will be written in normal form as ta, au� b,
where a, b P G. Equivalently we can write tpaq2u ñ b.

2. We can use traditional deduction theorem and modus ponens to check whether13

a ñ b $?a ñ pa ñ bq.

13 We have not defined proof theory yet. We suggest you use what you know intuitively. This is
an example.



Step 1.
– a ñ b assumption
– a ñ pa ñ bq to prove

Step 2. Use the deduction rule (theorem) and get
– a ñ b, assumption, from step 1
– a, assumption from the deduction rule
– To prove a ñ b.

Step 3. Use the deduction rule again
– a ñ b, assumption
– a, assumption
– a, assumption
– To prove b.

Step 4. We show b. From the first two assumptions, a, a ñ b we get b by modus
ponens. The third assumption “a” is not used.
Thus the proof is acceptable in intuitionistic logic and in affine linear logic (not all
assumptions need to be used!). It is not acceptable in relevance logic (all asump-
tions need to be used, does not matter how many times), and not in linear logic
(all assumptions need to be used exactly once).

3. Consider
a ñ pa ñ bq $? a ñ b.

Proof. Step 1.

– a ñ pa ñ bq, assumption
– To prove a ñ b

Step 2. From the deduction rule:

– a ñ pa ñ bq, assumption
– a, assumption
– To prove b

Step 3. Use modus ponens

– a, a ñ pa ñ bq, yields a ñ b.
– again a, a ñ b yields b.

So assumption “a” was used twice. This proof is acceptable in intuitionistic and rele-
vance logic but not in (affine) linear logic.

Observational Remark 3 Consider item 3 of Example 5. We use the notation of item
(2) of Observational Remark 1

1. Rewrite the example of item 3, using a different notation as follows:
– pa ñ pa ñ bqq1 $? pa ñ bq
– use deduction rule and get paq1, pa ñ pa ñ bqq1 $? b



– use modus ponens and subtract the number 1 from the exponent of paq1, i.e.
because a was used. Thus we get

paq0, pa ñ pa ñ bqq0, pa ñ bq1 $? b

– Let us not stop here, but carry on and execute another modus ponens with
paq0 and pa ñ bq1 by “borrowing” another “a” and subtracting for its use.
So we get that paq0 becomes paq´1.

paq´1, pa ñ pa ñ bqq0, pa ñ bq0, pbq1 $? b

– success (subject to borrowing), we proved b.
2. What is the meaning of paq´1? We are operating in item 1 above in affine linear

logic, so our question is in the context of linear logic. Fortunately we have en-
countered the meaning of this expression in the past in a different context. We now
explain:
Consider for example in linear logic, we can say that the database B “ tpaq´1, b1u.
paq´1 is an anti-formula. This concept was introduced and applied by Gabbay in
2002, see Gabbay’s papers [19] and [20], for completely different reasons. In
fact, Gabbay was not working at the time on argumentation or security or attack
and defense. Gabbay started working on argumentation around 2005). Gabbay’s
2002 meaning for paq´1, was that of an assassin/hole in the database ready to
kill/delete one “a” if it comes into the database. So B Y tau “ tbu, because
paq´1` a “ nothing. Indeed Gabbay used linear logic to realise his anti-formula
as a ñ e, where e is the linear logic symbol for nothing. We indeed have that
pa ñ eq ` a “ e “ nothing.

3. If we can write paq´1, then we can go all the way and also write paq´2, paq´3, etc.
In other words, use a as a generator for an Abelian group over the integers. So our
database B in item (2) above can be viewed as a database of linear logic formulas
but it can also be viewed as an element of a two generator G “ ta, bu Abelian
group. Thus in Abelian group notation we have that B “ ta´1, b1u “ ta´1 ˚ b1u.

4. Now observe carefully what is B`tau? Viewed as a linear logic database it is the
database B1 “ ta ñ e, bu Y tau “ ta ñ e, b, au “ te, bu “ tbu. As an element
of an Abelian group it is B1 “ ta´1, a1, b1u “ ta´1 ˚ a1, b1u “ ta0, b1u “ tb1u.
So we see that addition to a database B is an Abelian multiplication or “support”.
“Borrowing” or “attacking” is multiplication by the inverse.

5. We now show how it is done:
We have established that a linear logic database can be also read as an element of
Abelian group. In previous sections we did various attack and defense operations
with Abelian groups. Do these operations have logical meaning? can we do them
in linear logic? The answer is yes. Let us start:
Consider a database B1 “ tβu deciding whether to attack or support another
database B2 “ tβ, γu.
If the decision is to support, then B1 sends the resource β to B2. So B2 becomes
B12 “ tβ

2, γu “ B2 ˚ β and B1 loses the resources and becomes B11 “ ∅.
Now suppose B1 decides to attack B2 with β. According to Definition 12, B2 loses
β and becomes B22 “ tγu and B1 gains β and becomes B21 “ tβ

2u.
The question is what does B1 send to B2 to achieve this end result, and how does
it gain from the action of sending? We are talking databases now and we must



demonstrate that databases attack or defend by sending formulas. So what does
B1 send? Here is what B1 does:

B1 “ tβu “ tβ, β, βñ eu

(because tβ` pβñ equ “ teu “ ∅).
B1 now sends tβñ eu into B2 which becomes

B22 “ tγ, β, βñ eu “ tγ, eu “ tγu.

Having sent the damaging β ñ E, B1 is left with two copies of β, which is how
B2 “ tβ2u gained a β.

6. Conservation of resources.
Assume x attacks y and y attacks z Let the resources be x “ tα2u, y “ tα3u, z “
tαu. Total resources is α6.
If x attacks y, with α2 resource then x steals α2 from y and so the new resource
x1 “ tα4u and y1 “ tαu. y1 can attack z with α and we get y2 “ tα2u and z2 “ ∅.
Total resources are now α4 ˚ α2 “ α6.
If x decides to support z with α2 instead of attacking y we get xIV “ ∅, zIV “ tα3u

and yIV “ tα3u. y now attacks zIV say with α3 and we get yv “ tα6u and zV “ ∅.
Again total resources are conserved.

Having sent the damaging β ñ e,B1 is left with two copies of β, which is how
B2 “ tβ2u gained a β.

B.4 Attack and defense on n-dimensional real vector spaces and the real
n-Cube

This subsection will proceed through a series of technical remarks which lead to argu-
mentation networks on n-dimensional vector spaces and equivalently on the real cube
r0, 1sn.

Remark 11.

1. LetA “ pA,G, ˚, E, eq be a free Abelian group with n generators G “ tg1, . . . , gnu.
ThenA can be viewed as a vector space of dimension n over the integers I.
We associate with each vector V “ pv1, . . . , vnq P In the element Hpvq “ gv1

1 ˚

. . . ˚ gvn
n .

2. Let
– ´V “ p´v1, . . . ,´vnq

– ve “ p0, . . . , 0q
– V ` V 1 “ pv1 ` v11, . . . , vn ` v1nq.

3. The correspondence H persists, namely:
– Hp´Vq “ HpVq´1

– HpV ` V 1q “ HpVq ˚HpV 1q.

Remark 12. Taking the vector space view of Remark 11 we can talk about a finitely
generated Abelian group over the real numbers, R whose elements have the form gm1

1 ˚

. . . ˚ gmn
n where each mi is a real number. The operations follow H of Remark 11.

In this case all the machinery of Section ?? works because all we use is addition,
subtraction and order pą 0q.



Remark 13.

1. Let m be a real number. Consider the number x

x “
1

1` 1
em

and equivalently
em “

x
1´ x

Note the following intuitive correspondence:
– m “ `8 iff x “ 1
– m “ 0 iff x “ 1

2
– m “ ´8 iff x “ 0

Some of these equalities are in the limit!
So the entire p´8,`8q line is in one to one correspondence with the p0, 1q real
interval.
Note that the e in er is the exponential function (not related to the unit e of our
Abelian group).

2. Also note the following.
When in the Abelian group we “attack” gm1 by gm2 , we get as the result of the
attack the element gm1´m2 . We can let r1 “ em1 and r2 “ em2 then r “ em1´m2 “

em1{em2 “
r1
r2

.
So to “attack” is to divide the “r” numbers. To support would be to multiply the
“r” numbers.
But from (1) we have:

x1 “
1

1` 1
em1

x2 “
1

1` 1
em2

and when x2 attacks x1 we get the result

y “ new x1 “
1

1` 1
em1´m2

“
1

1` 1
em1 {em

“
1

1` 1
x1

1´x1
{

x2
1´2

Let us write this in terms of r.
We recall, r1 “ em2 , r2 “ em2 . Let r “ em1{em2 “ r1{r2 and therefore y “ 1

1` 1
r1{r2

.

3. Note further the connection with the cross-ratio of projective geometry (see [16]).

Given four points on a line, say as in Figure 21 the cross ratio is AC
BC {

AD
BD .

Namely
x1

1´ x1
{

x2

1´ x2
“ r1{r2 “ r

So the attacks of x2 on x1 in the vector space of the Abelian group are cross-ratio
attacks coordinate wise. See [3] for details.

Going back to (2), we get

y “ new x1 (being the result of the attack of x2 on x1)
“ 1

1` 1
r
“ 1

1` 1

cross ratio of x1 and x2



The cross ratio is AC
BC {

AD
BD

x1 x2 1

BDC

0

A

Fig. 21.

Remark 14. The correspondence between m and x of Remark 13 creates a bridge be-
tween argumentation networks and Abelian groups over the real numbers 0 ď r ď
`8.

We saw the correspondence of attacks to real numbers in the cube. We ask is this
significant? Do we have real numbers in argumentation already? The answer is yes,
we have plenty and especially in Gabbay’s equational approach which we shall now
briefly describe:

Let pS ,Rq be an argumentation network, not necessarily acyclic. Consider Gab-
bay’s equational approach to argumentation (see [15]) where for each x P S and
ty|yRxu an equation over r0, 1s (unit real interval) is associated as follows:

x “
ź

yRx

p1´ yq.

This system of equations has at least one solution by Brouwer fixed point theorem.
Let h : S ÞÑ r0, 1s be such a solution. Let λh be the extension (Caminada labelling)
defined by

– x “ in, if hpxq “ 1
– x “ out, if hpxq “ 0
– x “ undecided, if 0 ă hpxq ă 1.

Then the following holds:

1. λh is a legitimate Caminada labelling and hence yields an extension.
2. All preferred extensions can be obtained as λh for some h.
3. Not all extensions can be obtained as λh

Now consider an hpxq and consider

em “
hpxq

1´ hpxq

Consider an Abelian group over the real numbers with a single generator g. Then we
have a correspondence between x and gm through em.

Remark 15. We also add that in formal argumentation real numbers are used also as
weights of arguments and also as strength of arguments and as probabilities, etc. We
are confident that as a by-product of our investigations we can give such uses of real
numbers a meaning in Abelian groups.


